The random parameters logit model for aggregate data introduced by Berry, Levinsohn, and Pakes (1995) has been a driving force in empirical industrial organization for more than a decade. While these models are identified in theory, identification problems often occur in practice. In this paper we introduce a new set of readily available instruments that have the potential to substantially improve numerical performance in a variety of contexts. We use a set of endogenous price simulations to demonstrate that they are valid, and we use a real data illustration to demonstrate that they improve the numerical properties of the GMM objective function. In addition, we develop a metric that decomposes the explanatory power of the model into the proportion of market share variation that is explained by mean utility and that which is explained by the heterogeneity specification. (2009) all prove nonparametric identification for different variants of the model. The model in Berry and Haile nests random coefficient models used in the applied literature as it contains product specific unobservables, an additive extreme value error, and allows for endogenous prices. A key motivation for all three papers is to provide confidence to applied researchers that identification in mixed logit models does not hinge on assumptions on the distribution of random coefficients.
1 Recent papers by Berry and Haile (2009) , Bajari, Fox, Kim, and Ryan (2009) , and Fox and Gandhi (2009) all prove nonparametric identification for different variants of the model. The model in Berry and Haile nests random coefficient models used in the applied literature as it contains product specific unobservables, an additive extreme value error, and allows for endogenous prices. A key motivation for all three papers is to provide confidence to applied researchers that identification in mixed logit models does not hinge on assumptions on the distribution of random coefficients.
2 Recent papers by Knittel and Metaxaglou (2008) , and Dube, Fox, and Su (2008) are exceptions. Knittell and Metaxaglou discuss numerical problems that are driven by hill climbing algorithms, and Dube, et. al. discuss problems of convergence of the contraction mapping in the inner loop of the BLP algorithm and offer an alternative estimator that avoids it use.
3 See eg., Stock and Wright (2000) , and the survey by Stock, Wright, and Yogo (2002) .
Introduction
Analysis of random parameters logit demand systems, as formulated and estimated using the methods developed by Berry (1994) and Berry, Levinsohn, and Pakes (1995) (henceforth BLP) have been a driving force behind the development of differentiated products demand analysis in empirical industrial organization and marketing science for the past 15 years. While these models are identified in theory, 1 in practice, these models often have multiple minima, and numerical problems often occur in optimization. The literature is relatively mum on such problems as researchers generally focus on presenting their best results, not on the myriad of problems they faced in reaching those results.
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In this paper we delve into the relationship between the choice of instruments and model structure on the properties of the objective function. These relationships have been examined by other researchers in linear models and in nonlinear GMM models, but generally in the context of weak identification due to weak instruments. 3 We argue that the problem in the mixed logit model is different: it is weak identification due to missing instruments. We offer two contributions to the understanding and improvement of identification in the context of the mixed logit demand model. First, we develop a metric that divides share variation into that which is explained by mean utility and that which is explained by deviations from the mean, and intuit how this metric responds to changes in model structure and the explanatory power of the instruments. In general, the proportion of share variation that is explained by mean utility increases with the strength of the instrument set and decreases with the richness of the random 2 parameter specification. Second, we introduce a new set of instruments that to date have been missing from mixed logit demand models. We show that these instruments are valid first using theoretical arguments, and then using a simulation exercise. Then, in an illustration using
Nielsen scanner data, we show that weak identification can occur in mixed logit demand systems even when the instruments are strong. But, introducing these heretofore missing instruments smooths the objective function producing steeply peaked objectives with a single minimum in all our model specifications.
For certain classes of problems then, we offer a simple way to the improve numerical performance: put the means of included demographics in the instrument set. Mean demographics enter expected utility and that provides the suggestion at least that they should be valid instruments. However, the Berry (1994) /BLP estimator with the contraction mapping nested within each optimization step, makes this issue more complicated. We demonstrate, that in the estimator, mean utility is net of the effect of included demographics and therefore they are valid instruments. Most importantly, including mean demographics among the instruments can greatly improve estimator performance.
The classes of problems in which mean demographics may prove to be important are ones where firms vary prices from store-to-store, from county-to-county, or from city-to-city at least partially in response to demographic differences. Marketing and economic applications that deal with grocery products are key candidates for substantial numerical improvements with the introduction of these instruments. Alternatively, products whose prices are set nationally, (e.g., online sales) will not gain from the use of these instruments, nor will products whose prices may be set locally, but for which data are only available at the national level (BLP's automobile data).
Mean demographics are likely to be correlated with willingness-to-pay and it is this correlation that potentially makes them important instruments in the mixed logit model. Price level shifts across markets are generally difficult to explain using instruments that are typically employed. In many product markets many of the same products are available in each geographic market leaving exogenous product characteristics unable to explain these shifts. By the same reasoning, instruments developed using the exchangeability arguments in Pakes (1994) and in BLP which are particular aggregations of exogenous characteristics are also likely to be unable to 3 explain price level shifts. Nevo's (2001) use of average regional prices as instruments helps capture price level shifts. But, as he discusses, these instruments are not valid in the logit model if there are regional demand shocks. Unexplained city-specific valuation differences that are due to demographic differences are a likely source of demand shocks. Including mean demographics in the regression model, as he does in one of his logit specifications, controls for these shocks and makes it more likely that average regional prices are valid instruments.
Section 2 develops the mixed logit demand system for aggregate data. In Section 3, we deconstruct the BLP estimator to explain precisely why mean demographics are valid instruments. In addition, we develop a metric that decomposes market shares into two components: that which is explained by mean utility and that which is explained by the random coefficients. We then provide insights as to how these components will vary when mean demographics are included among the instruments. Section 4 presents two illustrations. The first is an endogenous price simulation study of the mixed logit model. We formulate prices as
Bertrand-Nash markups plus marginal cost in order to mimic supply models most often used in the literature. We compare simulations with and without mean demographics in the instrument set. Results indicate that incorporating mean demographics in the instrument set yields consistent estimates that lower root mean squared error. The second uses Nielsen beer data.
Here, we compare results of three random coefficient specifications each of with is estimated 25 times using three different instrument sets both with and without mean demographics to examine the effect on model statistics, on number of minima, on parameter estimates, and on random parameter functions. We report the following findings: models including mean demographics experience exhibit a single minimum in all our model and instrument specifications, and are more robust to instrument set changes. Section 5 contains conclusions.
Demand Model
We represent the conditional indirect utility of a consumer in market m at time t with preferences (a im ,< im ,g ijmt ) from the purchase of one unit of the jth product as
x jmt and p jmt are observed product characteristics and prices respectively. The > jmt represent product characteristics that are observed by market participants, but unobserved by the econometrician. Assuming prices are set strategically, each p jmt will be correlated with all J+1
> jmt in each market-time period m,t. The g ijmt are i.i.d. type 1 extreme value errors.
The second equation in (1) is a hierarchical regression of " im on D x 1 vector of demographics a im , with standard normal error vector < im . ' and L are unknown parameters: ' is a 1 x D vector and L is a scalar. In this section, we limit attention to a model with a single random coefficient on price as that is sufficient for our purposes.
Normalize u 0jmt to zero and assume that each consumer maximizes utility by purchasing one unit of product j at time t if and only if u ijmt $ u irmt , r = 0,...,J. Then the set of consumers choosing product j in market-time period m,t is represented by
Assuming that there are no ties, the market share of good j is given as where R is the vector of utility function parameters, P 0 is the population distribution for individual level unobservables, and where the second line results from the assumption of mutual independence of a, <, and g.
Given that we have endowed g with an i.i.d. type 1 extreme value distribution, the outer integral in (2) has a logit distribution as its analytical solution. Solving this integral yields an 5
expression for market shares of the form where and Below we specify a as a discrete distribution of market level demographics, and we endow < with a standard normal distribution.
Under these specifications, the inner integral is replaced by a summation and the outer integral does not have an analytical solution.
To show that the means of demographic characteristics a im enter the utility function we focus on the contribution of price to utility: Taking the expectation over over the distributions of a|m and < yields , which is the contribution of price to
Since the means of included demographics enter expected utility their correlations with price are observed. If the utility function was regression model then it would follow directly that they are valid instruments. Since the regression model uses the share functions, and the estimator contains an inner and an outer loop, the issue is more nuanced and will be discussed in detail below.
Mean demographics may be correlated with both the marginal cost and markup or willingness-to-pay components of price. If, for example, markets with higher income have higher labor costs then menu costs will be higher in these markets. Additionally, higher incomes may make consumers less price sensitive; they may be less willing to incur search costs to obtain a lower price. The market level means of included demographics then may be correlated with markups thereby providing correlations with parts of price movements that are missing from instruments correlated with marginal cost.
Deconstructing the GMM Estimator
In this section we lay out the steps involved in evaluating the GMM objective function at a given set of values for the nonlinear parameters. We use this deconstruction of a single 6 (4) function evaluation for two purposes. First, we show that mean demographics are in fact valid instruments in the context of the estimation algorithm. Second, we provide insights as to the impact of including these instruments on the estimates and on the characteristics of the objective function. To aid us in this discussion we develop a metric for the proportion of market shares explained by *, :, and : + >. Stepping back, we note here that the many of the insights regarding the inclusion of mean demographics in the instrument set apply more broadly to any valid relatively strong instruments, especially ones able to explain cross market price shifts.
Collect the linear and nonlinear parameters into 2 = ($, ) and 8 = (',L) respectively. Given a value of 8, say 8 0 , there are four steps to evaluating the GMM objective function.
Step 1. Contraction Mapping: Simulate a solution to (3) for each j in each market-time period using a sample of for each m to obtain a consistent estimate of aggregate demand for each product j:
* mt is then chosen as the solution to the vector of differences between observed and estimated aggregate product demand ln(s mt ) -simultaneously for all J using the iterative procedure 7 yielding for each m and t.
Step 2. Form the estimator of 2:
Collect matrices x and p into r: r = [x,p], and form the linear regression = r2 + >.
Formulate as
Step 3. Formulate the regression residuals:
Step 4. Evaluate the concentrated objective function:
where weighting matrix W is any symmetric positive definite matrix.
In
Step 1, the chosen value of *(8 0 ) is net of the effects of included demographics.
Equation (3) provides this insight; fixing 8 fixes the : ijmt , leaving * to explain that portion of the difference between observed and model shares that are not explained by the demographics.
Since * is net of the effects of included demographics so is >, and the are valid instruments in the estimation of 2(8 0 ) in Step 2. By this reasoning we are allowed to include instruments that likely capture part of consumer willingness-to-pay in each market even though these variables do not enter matrix r. Moreover, it is likely that mean demographics are studied by companies in setting prices and so they may have substantial explanatory power.
Assuming that companies factor mean demographics into price setting, including them in the instrument set should produce two effects on the model. First, mean utility will likely explain more of the variation in shares. To see this, suppose initially that the linear regression in Step 2 4 This is true to the 10 -14 tolerance we use in the contraction mapping. 8 has little explanatory power. This will lead to large residuals in Step 3, and minimizing the weighted sum of squared residuals in Step 4 may necessitate updating 8 to increase the portion of share variation that is explained by the : ijmt . In repeating Step 1, the variation in the *'s will get shrunk to better conform with the explanatory power of the linear regression thereby reducing the residuals. As the explanatory power of the linear regression increases, the reverse happens: more variation in shares gets captured by the systematic part of the linear regression and there is less residual variation for the nonlinear part of the model to explain.
Second, the objective function is smoother exhibiting fewer minima with mean demographics included in the instrument set than without. To see why this is, consider that any specific functional form for : will generally not be able to explain all of the variation in market shares. Specifications having a random coefficient on price only and no or few demographics will likely be able to explain less variation than specifications having random coefficients on one or more product characteristics in addition to price and with a richer set of demographics.
Remaining variation in shares will be absorbed by the *s. To the extent that this variation cannot be explained by the linear regression in Step 2, it will become part of >. The more variation there is in the >s, the more likely that different (>,8) combinations will produce multiple minima.
To give more precision to this argument we develop metrics for the proportion of s jmt that is explained by *, by :, and by : + >. Noting that we define a set of metrics S T =(3 mt J mt ) -1 3 jmt 3 i exp(T ijmt )*s 0mt /s jmt equal to the average proportion of the variation in s jmt that is explained by T, where T = {*,:,:+ >}. Given that the contraction mapping sets = s mt , this implies that the value of model shares are the same regardless of the specific parameterization of the model. 4 Only the division of the variation in shares into mean and heterogeneity model components differs from one formulation to the next.
Hence, for a given dataset, the S T provide comparable measures of the source of explanatory 9 power across models.
Suppose that at 8 = 8 * , is at a local minimum, that is, the objective function in Step (4) is minimized at 8 * and the average proportion of the variation in s jmt explained by : is .
Further suppose that at 8 * , :(8 * ) cannot explain all of the cross market variation in shares. Some cross market variation is subsumed into * and is then explained by the regression, r2, or captured in >(8 * ). Since both : and > are functions of 8, the extent to which cross market variation is captured in the residual, shifts in 8 allows these functions to trade off where this variation resides. Specifically, there may be 8N 8 * for which is also a local optimum and where indicating that at these other optima more or less of the variation in shares may be explained by the heterogeneity terms and the regression residuals. The more cross market variation that gets captured in >, the more likely it is that the objective function will exhibit multiple minima.
Incorporating mean demographics into the instrument set increases S * and, in particular, it increases the amount of cross market variation explained by the linear regression. Hence, there is less cross market variation for : to explain and less that gets captured in >, so there are fewer minima.
An alternative, less precise but more intuitive explanation is that the unconcentrated objective function is a quadratic equation in the linear parameters conditional on 8 0 , the current draw of the nonlinear parameters. It follows that the objective is globally concave in 2 given 8.
However, it is not globally concave in 8. By increasing S * and improving the explanatory power of the linear regression, including mean demographics increases the weight given to the globally concave portion of the model, resulting in a smoother objective function. The beer illustration below shows that the increase in S * can be substantial when mean demographics are included in the instruments.
The multiple minima pathology we observe is one of the pathologies that can result from weak instruments. Nelson and Startz (1990) is not one of weak instruments, it is one of missing instruments. As we report in our beer illustration, partial R 2 s and F-Statistics for our auxiliary price regressions indicate that our instruments are strong even without mean demographics included. But, multiple minima still occur in alsmot every model and instrument specification.
Illustrations i. A simulation study with endogenous prices
To evaluate the effect of incorporating mean demographics in the instrument set we simulated data from a model where endogeneity in prices results from Bertrand markups entering the price function. We specified the utility function as and the price function as where are Bertrand markups and the diag{.} functional indicates that the specification restricts each firm to own a single product in each market. To the extent that it's useful to provide context to simulated data, we construct the inputs so as to mimic a model in which the data were aggregated to the brand level; the single product characteristic, x, was designed to act like a share weighted composite characteristic that evolves slowly across markets in response to differences in cross-market product shares, and marginal cost, c, also evolves slowly across markets reflecting possibly differential transportation and menu costs. In addition, the single demographic, a, was drawn from a log normal distribution to have the character of an income variable. The specifications used for a, x, and c are
, where : m ~ N(0.5,1) and F m 2 ~ N(0.5,0.25),
> jm , < jm , and 0 jm are mutually independent and are each specified as having iid standard normal distributions, and g ijm is given an iid Type 1 extreme value distribution. g is integrated out and then the model is solved for the Jx1 vectors of prices and shares p m and s m respectively for each m.
As in mixed logit models studied in the literature, price endogeneity results from correlations between prices and unobserved quality >, and is induced by >'s presence in the Bertrand markups. The effect of demographics on prices also come through the markup term.
We construct two instrument matrices. Both include an intercept, x, and c. In addition, we use the exchangeability of the products in the demand system to formulate , and include and it's square in both matrices. Our final instrument is a vector of mean demographics = exp(: m + F m 2 /2), which only gets included in one instrument matrix. Specifically, we represent with , and z =
[ , ] respectively, instrument matrices that exclude and include mean demographics. simulations using all permutations of three choices each of (I,J,M): I = {10,50,100}, J = {3,10,25}, and M = {48,100,200,400}. Each estimate is based on 25 runs. We limited runs to 25 per simulation in the interest of computational feasibility. Following Dube, Fox, and Su (2008), we retained the set of draws of individual types for all 25 runs of a simulation to remove the contribution of simulation error from the estimates. (Table is incomplete)
The following points can be gleaned from the table. First, and most importantly, is a 12 valid instrument. The true price coefficient, = -2.5. Reported means in both columns are generally biased toward zero for small M and J, but this bias diminishes quickly as J and M increase when z is used. Not so when is used. In this case the bias shrinks very slowly.
Moreover, a comparison of the RMSE in the two columns shows that it is almost uniformly smaller when z is used, and the differences are substantial. The RMSE is often 20 to 50 percent smaller when mean demographics are included indicating that they are an important source of information. Results for unreported estimates of ( and L show similar patterns of behavior across the two columns. When z is used, RMSE is generally much smaller thereby indicating cross market variation contained in mean demographics to be important in sorting out mean and heterogeneity price effects.
ii. Beer Data Illustration
We estimate models with three different random parameter specifications. The focus is on the impact of mean demographics and other instruments on model statistics (the number of minima, S * , generalized R 2 , and computation time), on mean utility parameter estimates for endogenous variables, and on heterogeneity captured by the : ijm . This section proceeds in five parts. A short description of the data is presented first, followed by discussion of the construction of the outside share, and the results of evaluations of various instrument sets. Part four includes estimates of three different model specifications using three different instruments each of which both excludes and includes mean demographics. All model specifications are estimated 25 times from random normal starting values in order to search out multiple minima.
This section concludes with a short discussion of the effect of incorporating mean demographics on policy analysis. a) the data For this illustration we used 16 weeks of Nielsen grocery store scanner data on beer pricing and sales from 37 Nielsen markets. For product characteristics we include variables for promotions (feature, display, feature and display, and discount), and dummy variables for package size (6, 12, 18, 24 , and 30 packs), container type (bottles, longnecks, and cans), beer 6 All Commodity Volume is total sales of all products in each store. The preceding list contains all the major beer brands in terms of sales in these 37 markets. In the time period of these data, all of these brands were owned by one of five major brewers:
Anheuser-Busch, Coors, Gruopo-Modelo, Heineken, and Miller. Together they accounted for more than 83 percent of the total reported quantity sales. The data also includes hundreds of smaller brands in each market-week. We define five aggregate "brands" (Craft, Import, Premium, Sub-Premium, Super Premium) and create share weighted aggregates of the product characteristics for these brands. With these aggregations in place, the data contain an average of 136 products in each of 37*16 = 592 market-time periods for a total of 80,861 observations.
Two other characteristics are included that may affect the utility of beer consumption.
The first is a dummy for "event" which equals one in weeks that include either a major holiday, or the super bowl. Second, we include dummy variables equal to one for Anheuser-Busch, Coors, or Miller products in markets that include breweries for one or more of these brewers.
These variables are included to allow for a hometown differential in the brand effect.
The promotional variables-discount, feature, display, and feature and display-record for each brand the percentage of stores, weighted by All Commodity Volume (%ACV), 6 in which these brands are on sale. Evidence gathered from instrumental variable tests indicates that all of these promotional variables are endogenous. There are likely to be two sources of endogeneity.
First, > likely includes unobserved advertising that is correlated with observed promotions.
Second, since these variables are only observed at the brand level they are really only proxies for the product level promotion variables. Any measurement error in these proxies gets absorbed into the >.
b) constructing the outside share
We assume that the market is all beer products, and given this we use three pieces of 7 Our choice of 25 percent was simply a rough adjustment designed to keep to outside share large, while accounting for coordination of brewer/distributor pricing across venues. Reducing the size of the outside share makes demand for inside products less elastic. In one test, using the larger outside share increased the median own-elasticity by nearly 14 percent, while aggregate demand for inside products became 74 percent more elastic. The value of the outside share is that it brings the impact of outside competitors into the model. In the case of beer, however, this large outside share likely overstates the effect of outside competition. In large part outside competition results from the same brewers products being sold through other venues (convenience stores, mass merchandisers, and restaurants).
Allowing such a large outside share would understate the control and coordination that brewers likely exert in pricing across venues. In most localities, brewers license distributors who have exclusive territories and who serve all venues. We use this information about the structure of the beer market to reduce the outside share down to 25 percent of our first pass calculation and then renormalize shares yielding an overall average outside share of roughly 59 percent. 7 The third piece of information that we use in setting the outside share is the fact that beer consumption is cyclical. Consumption follows a sinusoid that peaks in the summer and troughs in the winter. The amplitude of peaks and troughs is greater the further north one goes, and are nearly flat for cities along southern tier of the US. Tampa's sine wave is an outlier among our 37 markets in that it peaks in the winter. We use this information to allow total market consumption to follow sine waves that we estimate separately for each market. For each market, we set per person consumption equal to the US average for the week in 2007 that includes the vernal equinox (the inflection point in most of the estimated sine waves), and allow total consumption to shift in accordance with our estimated sine waves.
c) choosing and evaluating the strength of instruments
The focus of this section is to motivate the sets of instruments that we use in addition to our baseline set of exogenous product characteristics and mean demographics. We introduce three sets of instruments. The first is based on the own-product exchangeability argument in BLP. The second and third have intuitive bases: one uses lagged intertemporal market share differences, the other captures the effectiveness of past promotions.
BLP formulate exchangeability arguments that apply to differentiated product demand systems in which the demand for a product does not depend on the ordering of rival products, having cost functions that depend only on own-product costs, and with a Nash-Bertrand pricing equilibrium. In this context, as discussed in BLP, the demand and cost functions are fully exchangeable, and the pricing function is partially exchangeable:
(i) it is exchangeable in the order of the competing firms,
(ii) for a given competitor, exchangeable in the order of that competitor's products, and (iii) for a given product, exchangeable in the order of other products marketed by the same firm.
The value of exchangeability is that it restricts the basis of the set of optimal instruments.
In a Nash-Bertrand context, prices respond explicitly to changes in characteristics and prices of other products owned by the same firm, and implicitly to changes in characteristics and prices of products owned by competing firms. Hence, the set of optimal instruments includes characteristic information from all competing firms. As discussed by Newey (1990) one can use a polynomial to approximate the set of optimal instruments. However, without exchangeability, the basis of the polynomial grows with sample size: in a market with J products each of which has K observed characteristics, the unrestricted basis of a first order polynomial is JK. Pakes (1994) shows that exchangeability imposes restrictions on the polynomial basis. For example,
(ii) implies that for a given competitor, the sum across products for each characteristic of that competitor's products forms the polynomial basis, while (i) further restricts this basis by implying that we can also sum across competitors. In addition (iii) implies that own-product characteristics and the sum of characteristics across all other products owned by the same firm contribute to the restricted polynomial basis. As such, the first order terms of this restricted 16 polynomial grow only in K.
We lose exchangeability types (i) and (ii) if the competition cannot be characterized by a unique Nash-Bertrand equilibrium. Research on the beer industry raises questions as to the reasonableness of this assumption relative to Stackelberg type leader-follower behavior or other forms of coordinated behavior. Tremblay and Tremblay (2005) offer a long history of statements by Anheuser-Busch executives to the media as evidence that it plays the role of industry price leader. Econometric evidence, however, has been less compelling. Using data on the U.K. brewing industry, Pinske and Slade (2004) cannot reject Nash-Bertrand pricing, and Slade (2004) does not find evidence to support coordinated effects. Rojas (2008) finds that Stackelberg behavior may explain the U. S. data better, but that the estimated differences between two Stackelberg variants that he tests and Nash-Bertrand are not likely to differ statistically. This evidence, while admittedly weak, does raise concerns about the validity of the exchangeability arguments related to the products of other firms. More specifically, if one knows the form of coordination, knows the identity of the participants to a coordination arrangement, and knows the degree of coordination, then (i) and (ii) still may be satisfied. The pricing function is exchangeable in:
(iaN) the order of firms with which a firm coordinates assuming the degree of coordination between firms is the same; (ibN) the order of firms with which a firm competes; (iiN) for a given competitor, exchangeable in the order of that firm's products if the degree of coordination with that firm is the same among all products.
Suppose two firms tacitly collude in the pricing of all their products. Then, assuming their identity is known and coordination is perfect, it is as though we have a new Nash-Bertrand equilibrium with the products of two firms treated as though they were produced by a single firm.
Alternatively, if the identity of the colluders is unknown or the degree of coordination across products is unknown or variable then the conditions required for exchangeability cannot be satisfied. For example, suppose in the context of the beer industry, that Anheuser-Busch/InBev (AB/InBev) and MillerCoors tacitly coordinate on pricing, but that coordination is imperfect, and varies by product and market. It may be that AB/InBev leads with its Budweiser and Bud Light 8 we construct own-brand package size/container type instruments, such that, in each market-week, for each brand and package size by both bottles and cans, we exclude the current observation and formulate the share of that brand's products that are the same package size/container type. 9 As noted above, we do not observe promotional levels by product, but only by brand. Hence, w jmt = w jNmt , for all j,jN , B, where B indexes a brand. 17 products in markets where it has the dominant market share, and that MillerCoors leads with Miller Genuine Draft, Miller Lite, and Coors Light in markets where its share dominates. In both cases, the market leader might only respond to price moves by the competitors it deems most important.
Complications such as these make the conditions for exchangeability across competitors impossible to satisfy with any confidence. The alternatives are to use competitor characteristics in an unrestricted fashion, or to search out different instruments. We chose the latter path.
Hence, in this illustration we formulate instruments using the product characteristics of other own-firm products 8 based on exchangeability argument (iii), and rely on intuition to fill out our instrument set.
We introduce two additional instrument sets. The first focuses on the promotion variables. We recognize that retailers decide how much of a discount to pass through to consumers and they contribute to decisions on which products to feature and/or display.
Retailers are likely to use the success of past promotion programs as a decision guide. We capture this as where w is used to index feature, display, and discount promotions. ) sw measures the average one week change in share of product j relative to the one week change in promotional level of j.
9
Effective past promotions will produce relatively high values of ) sw , ineffective ones will produce low or even negative values. In order to make ) sw predetermined and to reflect retailer decision processes, we set k = 4, 52, implying that the retailer reviews her experience from one data dramatically improves the condition numbers of the input matrices and substantially improves numerical performance. For example, the condition numbers for the instrument matrix in specification (iii) using instrument set (1) with mean demographics (see below) were cond(z) = 819 and cond((z -G z)/F z ) = 4.58. This degree of improvement was typical.
18 month ago, and from one year ago.
The second additional instrument set also has an intuitive basis. One often hears on business reports or reads in the business pages how "same store sales" compare from month-tomonth or year-to-year. This suggests that in setting prices, companies pay attention to intertemporal share changes. We form four share difference variables for each product in each market-time period: two one month differences, and two one year differences. Both the month and year differences are calculated using single week differences, and the difference of four week average shares. Suppressing j and m subscripts, share differences are calculated as follows:
We chose month and year differences based on single week and monthly average shares in an attempt to capture the full range of historical share information firms would review in updating prices. Lagging the differences has the practical effect of making it more likely that they will be valid instruments.
In using each instrument set, we form orthonormal polynomials of the own-brand, promotion effect, and share difference instrument sets and its square. 10 Our first step in using these instruments is to evaluate the relevance and strength of each set of instruments and mean demographics. We do this by evaluating partial R 2 measures developed by Shea (1997) instruments than endogenous variables and produces a partial R 2 = 0 for both regressions. Table 2 contains the results of these evaluations. All the partial R 2 estimates are from reduced form regressions of each of our five endogenous variables (price, discount, feature, display, and feature and display) on the baseline instrument set plus at least one additional instrument set. Columns 1 -3 include respectively results for regressions with the own-brand, share difference, and promotion effect instrument sets. The partial R 2 estimates indicate that our baseline instruments combined with each of these other instrument sets are relevant for all five endogenous variables. The F-statistics in the next block of the table, exclude the baseline instruments and examine the joint significance of the own-brand, share difference, and promotion effect instruments respectively in each column. These F-statistics are based on the partial R 2 s in order to capture the explanatory power of each set of instruments for a given endogenous variable that is orthogonal to that instrument set's ability to explain the other endogenous variables. The results indicate that all three sets of instruments are strong for all five endogenous variables.
Above, we made the argument that mean demographics can better control for price shifts across markets than can exogenous product characteristics or the own-brand instruments: the set of products in each market is nearly identical yielding these instruments little power to explain cross-market price level differences. 
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regressions that include the baseline instruments and one other instrument set, while in Column 7 the F-test evaluates the strength of mean demographics in a regression that includes all the other sets of instruments. In all cases, mean demographics are shown to be strong instruments, thereby lending empirical support to the argument that they provide information that is orthogonal to that provided by all the other instruments.
d) Random coefficient model results
We gathered Current Population Survey (CPS) data on four different demographic variables for each of the 37 markets and tested three different random coefficient specifications.
Since CPS samples tend to be rather small, for each market we aggregated CPS data for April, August, and December 2007, and April 2008. Given the structure of household rotations in the CPS, we use four month intervals to minimize the number of households that contribute more than one response to our distributions.
11
The four demographics we draw from these data are income, percent female, age, and percent Hispanic. From these four demographics we formulate six variables: income, income [75,100), [100,4). We specify a conditional income|female demographic to allow women to have a different response to beer pricing than men. We require this differential to operate through its effect on the income distribution in order to avoid the problem that there is likely to be very little variation in the percentage of women across markets making a solely female effect difficult to identify.
We estimate three models each having a different random coefficient specification: i) random coefficient on price mixed with draws from income, income 2 , income|female, and the two age variables; 21 ii) (i) plus a random coefficient on discount mixed with draws from income, income 2 , income|female;
iii) (ii) plus a random coefficient on Corona mixed with draws from percent Hispanic.
We exclude the age variables from the discount mix because test runs showed that no systematic age-discount relationship in the data. In the third specification, we add a random coefficient on the Corona brand dummy and mix it with percent Hispanic in order to capture the greater affinity for Corona that Hispanics may have relative to other demographic groups. The progression of specifications provide an increasingly rich heterogeneity structure.
As detailed in Table 3 , each specification is estimated using three different combinations of our sets of instruments both with and without mean demographics. All three instrument sets include the baseline instruments and the own-brand instruments. Specification (1) uses these alone, (2) is (1) plus share differences, (3) is (1) plus promotion effects. These same three Table 3 . Instrumental variable sets used in estimation of random coefficient logit specifications.
instrument set without mean demographics with mean demographics
(1) baseline and own-brand baseline and own-brand (2) (1) plus share differences (1) plus share differences (3) (1) plus promotion effects (1) plus promotion effects a All specifications include the own-brand instruments and their squares in orthonormal polynomials. Specifications (2) and (3) including share differences or promotion instrument sets also include their squares in orthonormal polynomials.
instrument groupings are used both without and with mean demographics to form six combinations in total.
In addition to being estimated with six different instrument sets, each random coefficients specification is estimated 25 times from random normal starting values in order to search for multiple minima. Varying the instrument set enables us to determine the effect of instruments on the structure of the objective. In addition, estimating different specifications with different 12 Nelson and Startz (1990) and Shea (1997) discuss the effects of remnant endogeneity of the instruments on the asymptotic distribution of model parameters. 22 instrument sets will expose patterns in the S * metric.
Finally, we note that varying the instrument sets has one other purpose. To the extent that a researcher is concerned that all her instrument sets are not exactly exogenous she would prefer to use fewer instrument sets rather than more. In the case of beer, products evolve slowly so exogeneity of the product characteristics is not likely to be an issue. Since the own-brand instruments are aggregations of the product characteristics, their exogeneity is also not likely to be at issue. However, the share difference and promotion effect instrument sets depend on being lagged long enough into the past to be predetermined, but not so long as to be irrelevant. This leaves these instruments fraught with some risk of remnant endogeneity.
12 Table 4 , parts a,b, and c, contain output statistics for the three random coefficients specifications. Each table reports the number of minima, estimation time, S * , and GR 2 , Pesaran and Smith's (1994) generalized R 2 for regression models estimated using instrumental variables, for all three instrumental variable sets both without and with mean demographics. included. This is yet another indication that mean demographics provide substantial identifying information. They also produce two other changes in the model statistics. S * , the proportion of share variation that is explained by mean utility is much lower in the instrument specifications without mean demographics. Roughly, between 1/4 and 3/4 of market shares can be explained by mean utility. Add mean demographics to the instrument set and S * increases to 99 percent.
The random coefficients have virtually no explanatory power, mean utility explains everything.
Since mean utility has both a systematic component and a residual, we use the GR 2 to further analyze how well we are explaining mean utility. With mean demographics, GR 2 is right around 0.40, and this is strictly greater than the GR 2 at the lowest minimums for all three instrument 13 When multiple minima are found, we use the global minimum from among the set uncovered when making comparisons between models with and without mean demographics. 23 specifications without mean demographics. 13 Hence, the statistics from this first random coefficients specification indicate that while adding mean demographics produces an objective with a single optimum, it negates the value of the random coefficients specification. This suggests possibly that the random coefficients are only effective because of missing instruments: the random coefficients are capturing cross market variation in prices that is not controlled for by mean utility. This story evolves somewhat as we increase the flexibility of the random coefficients specification.
Compare the model statistics in 4a to those in Tables 4b and c. 4b adds a random coefficient on discount, while 4c adds random coefficients on both discount and Corona. One point of comparison is that the models generally have multiple minima when mean demographics are excluded from the instrument set. There is one exception in 4b. 25 runs using Instrument set Table 4a . As we will show when we turn to Tables 5a,b,c, the price demographic effects are not generally statistically significant when mean demographics are used, but the discount and Corona demographics are significant and this provides an explanation for the reduction in S * and corresponding increase in
S * for estimations excluding mean demographics behaves less systematically. It decreases from 4a to 4b as a more flexible random coefficients specification explains more share variation, but then increases somewhat in 4c. Also in 4c, S * is often smaller in estimations including mean demographics than in ones without. Alternatively, GR 2 moves in the opposite direction: in 4b GR 2 is larger for estimations including mean demographics, while in 4c it is smaller than the GR 2 at the lowest minimum in each column. My assessment of these comparisons is that without mean demographics in the instrument set the heterogeneity component of the model has to explain more and this leads to volatile behavior as the model 24 specification evolves.
Two other points in these tables are worth noting. First, estimation time is generally much faster with mean demographics in the instrument set. The speed comparison varies with the specification, but speed gains are often between 25 and 50 percent, and this provides yet more evidence that adding these instruments produces a more steeply peaked objective. Second, while the overidentifying conditions were rejected for all specifications, increasing flexibility produced marked improvements in the objective function values from Table 4a Turning first to a comparison of the mean utility parameters across both estimations within a table across tables we make three points. First, note how the price parameters evolve.
When mean demographics are excluded, instrument specification (1) always produces the estimates that are larger in absolute value than specifications (2) or (3). The differences in Tables 5a and b are statistically significant and seem to suggest that the share differences and promotion effects contain significant remnant endogeneity. However, once mean demographics are included, this pattern goes away suggesting a different explanation: share differences and promotion effects are explaining some of the cross market price differences that were not captured by the baseline and own-brand instruments alone, and that this significantly altered the price estimates.
Second, continuing to focus on the price coefficients, we note that with mean demographics included, the price coefficients always significantly smaller than the coefficients without mean demographics. With mean demographics, the coefficients also increase in absolute value as we move from Table 5a to b to c, while there is no systematic change in the estimates without mean demographics in place. In the estimates with mean demographics, there is a like increase the in the percentage of own-elasticities in the elastic range as we move from 5a to b to c. Together, these points indicate that the model is fitting the data better as it becomes more 25 flexible.
Finally, compare the mean utility coefficients on discount, feature, display, and feature and display across specifications within each table. Note that without mean demographics among the instruments, these estimates make volatile swings as the instrument set is altered, while no such swings are evident with mean demographics in place.
The remaining blocks of each table show that the differences between estimations with and without mean demographics extend to the random parameters: estimations with mean demographics are much more similar across instrument specifications than estimations without.
The results in Table 5a indicate why S * explains 99 percent of share variation in models with a random coefficient only on price and with mean demographics. Other than L price , none of the random coefficients are significant. With mean demographics removed, the age 35 -54 coefficient becomes significant in all specifications and income 2 is significant in specification (3). Subsets of the same coefficients are significant in the price random coefficients in the more flexible specifications in 5b and c. For the model with mean demographics, this indicates that individual heterogeneity is operating through the discount and discount and Corona random coefficients in 5b and c respectively. By contrast, in the estimations without mean demographics, none of the discount coefficients are significant in 5b while some discount and Corona coefficients are significant in 5c. Again, behavior of the results is erratic as the specification changes when mean demographics are excluded from the instrument set.
We use visuals to compare heterogeneity results both within and across tables. We graph the female price-income relationships, the female discount-income relations, and the CoronaHispanic relationships in Figures 1 -3 . The income relationship graphs portray price and discount responsiveness using the relationship *r + ( 1r *income + ( 2 r*income 2 + ( 3r *income|female, r = price, discount, while the Corona-Hispanic graph portrays Corona responsiveness to changes in percent Hispanic using the relationship + ( Corona *(%Hispanic), 14 Such an exercise is included in a companion paper, Romeo (2010, in process) .
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where the are mean utility parameters and the ( kr are elements of '.
For ease of presentation, we designate instrument sets with and without mean demographics as z and z -a and identify instrument sets as IV(1), IV(2), and IV(3). Figure 1 graphs the price heterogeneity results from Table 5a . Solid and dotted lines represent relationships with and without mean demographics in the instrument set respectively. Two points can be gleaned from this figure. First, with mean demographics the relationships are virtually identical across instrument specifications, while the relationships without mean demographics vary substantially. Second, the relationships with mean demographics are flat, thereby indicating that price sensitivity does not change with income. This is not surprising
given that S * is 0.99 for these models. Alternatively, without mean demographics one relationship shows price sensitivity decreases substantially with increases in income and even turns positive at the highest income values, while the others show limited income heterogeneity.
These same general patterns are repeated for the price-income relationships in Figures 2 and 3. The relationships with mean demographics exhibit more income heterogeneity, however,
given the lack of statistical significance of the coefficient estimates this exhibition of heterogeneity is not likely to be statistically significant.
The discount-income and Corona-Hispanic relationships exhibit similar patterns: the models with mean demographics show both flatter profiles and less variation among instrument specifications than the models without mean demographics. In these cases, however, the heterogeneity in the relationships with mean demographics are likely to be statistically significant, while the discount ones in Figure 2 , without mean demographics are not.
e) thoughts on using the random parameters logit model for policy analysis A policy analysis exercise is outside of the scope of this present paper 14 , but the general point that with mean demographics in the instrument set the random parameters logit model is a more useful tool for policy analysis, seems worth a short discussion. First, having a single 27 minimum avoids issues raised by multiple minima. Does one formulate a weighted average of all available minima as in Sweeting (2009), and Gandhi (2007) , work only with the global minimum among those minimum found as we have done here, or develop a different choice criteria. No matter how one proceeds, one runs the risk of being charged with "cherry picking" the minimum that supports one's position, or of having challenges raised based on other minima.
A point that we excluded for sake of brevity is that for a given random coefficients specification and a given instrument set, there is substantial and statistically significant variation in results across minima. Moreover, finding up to seven minima in a run of 25 estimations leaves open the question as to whether there are still other minima to be found that might support one or another position. Second, the model with mean demographics is shown to be robust to changes in the instrument set thereby avoiding confounding issues in instrument choice. The volatile behavior of the model without mean demographics is certain to reduce the confidence policy makers place in any welfare analyses.
Clearly we have only conducted analysis in the context of a single simulation model and a single real data illustration, so it is yet to be shown whether the improvements demonstrated herein can be recreated in other datasets. Given that adding mean demographics to an instrument set is trivial, other researchers will be able to determine the effectiveness of this addition in short order.
Conclusions
Our sense is that finding that mean demographics are both valid and useful instruments is like found money: they have been overlooked in the literature to-date, are readily available, and are likely to be valuable in many contexts in marketing and economics. Our endogenous price simulation estimates demonstrate that they are valid instruments and that they improve estimator performance, decreasing RMSE relative to a model without them in 25 of 27 simulations. The beer data illustration shows that they improve identification, reshaping the objective by making it
unimodal. This illustration also shows that including mean demographics reduces the sensitivity of model parameters and functions of interest to changes in the instrument set.
In conducting the exercises in this paper we limit attention to GMM estimation. A Gibbs 15 Using the approach of Jiang, Manchanda, and Rossi (2009) requires that the objective has a single minimum as it uses a non-linear change-of-variables to define the likelihood. As noted by Berry (2003) , "If there is the possibility that a given set of exogenous observable and unobservable variables could be associated with a different equilibrium set of prices and quantities, then there is no longer a one-to-one map between the unobservables and the endogenous prices (conditional on the exogenous observables and the demand errors) and so the change-of-variables necessary to define the likelihood is no longer correct." 28 sampler provides an alternative to searching out minima through repeated GMM estimation.
Though it is outside the scope of the present study, the pseudo-likelihood approach of Romeo (2007) or the likelihood based approach of Jiang, Manchanda, and Rossi (2009) enables one to examine the entire parameter space, trace out the exact finite sample parameter distributions and shape of functions of interest. 15 The GMM objective or the closely associated posterior distribution are two such functions that will enable one to find all minima. (standard deviations in parentheses) † Significant at the 10% level; * significant at the 5% level; ** significant at the 1% level. 
